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Click here to begin!
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Determine the author's purpose for each of the following. Use the magic 
flashlight to check your answers.

1. HAMSTERS FOR SALE: Braxton Pet Store, Northwood Mall: We have a 
large selection of hamsters for sale this week. They are interesting pets and 
you will enjoy having one. They are only $ 17.99 this week. Come and buy 
yours today!

What is the author's purpose ? __________________

2. Calligraphy is a form of handwriting . A special 
pen must be used. Letters are formed using up and down strokes. Old 
documents are usually written in this form. Diplomas , certificates and other 
awards are written in calligraphy. It is an interesting form of handwriting.

What is the author's purpose?_____________________

3. Katina and her brother, Jess were playing with the water hose outside one 
day. Jess was hiding from Katina so she wouldn't squirt him with the water. 
The back door opened and Katina pointed the water hose toward the door. It 
was Mom and she was dripping wet!

What is the author's purpose? _______________________

persuade

inform

entertain
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Let's watch a few videos. 
As you watch, think about the 
author's purpose:

inform
persuade
entertain

click to watch:
video 1 video 3video 2
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What was the 
author's purpose?

Here Comes 
the Cat

All About 
Anger

Earth: A 
First Look

Inform Entertain Persuade
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Click below to play.



Attachments

Introduction

Practice

Continental Drift.asx

Everyone Gets Angry.asx

Mouse Spots the Shadow of a Cat.asx

Jeopardy  Persuad, Enterta.ppt

http://g/testprep/ela4/h/authorpur.cfm
http://12.fl.us/sites/elementary/palmasola/authpur1.htm
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Jeopardy

To inform or not to inform, that is the question.

Is it persuasive?

Are you entertained?

What is the meaning of all of this?

Inform, Entertain or Persuade
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Final Jeopardy





			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			












$100 Question from H1

Our solar system contains 9 planets.







$100 Answer from H1

To inform







$200 Question from H1

Once upon a time there was a princess named Lucille.







$200 Answer from H1

Not to inform

(Entertain)







$300 Question from H1

There are 206 bones in the human body.







$300 Answer from H1

To inform







$400 Question from H1

George Washington was the first president of the United States.







$400 Answer from H1

To inform







$500 Question from H1

Everyone should recycle, to help the environment.







$500 Answer from H1

Not to inform

(Persuade)







$100 Question from H2

You should eat breakfast every morning, because it gives you energy for the whole day.







$100 Answer from H2

Yes, it persuades.







$200 Question from H2

If you want pizza for lunch everyday, vote for me!







$200 Answer from H2

Yes, it persuades.







$300 Question from H2

Every sentence starts with a capital letter.







$300 Answer from H2

No, it does not persuade.

(It informs.)







$400 Question from H2

The turtle chased the worm down into the creek.







$400 Answer from H2

No, it does not persuade.

(It entertains.)







$500 Question from H2

Toy commercials







$500 Answer from H2

Yes, they persuade you to buy toys.







$100 Question from H3

You should always be kind to your teacher.







$100 Answer from H3

No, this statement does not entertain.







$200 Question from H3

All of a sudden, a bear jumped out from behind a tree.







$200 Answer from H3

Yes, the purpose of this statement is to entertain.







$300 Question from H3

Knock-knock jokes







$300 Answer from H3

Yes, the purpose of jokes is to entertain.







$400 Question from H3

Fairytales







$400 Answer from H3

Not only do most fairytales teach us a lesson, they also entertain.







$500 Question from H3

Not all people’s ear wax is the same!  Ear wax can be gray, yellow, pumpkin-colored or brown!



                                 









$500 Answer from H3

Yes, some statements can be both informative and entertaining!!!







$100 Question from H4

Many authors write to ________ people and make them laugh.









$100 Answer from H4

entertain







$200 Question from H4

Some authors write to _______ or convince their readers to believe in something.







$200 Answer from H4

persuade







$300 Question from H4

Sometimes authors write to ______ or teach you about something. 







$300 Answer from H4

inform







$400 Question from H4

If text teaches you something and is fun it both _______s and _________s.







$400 Answer from H4

informs

and

entertains







$500 Question from H4



Most commercials are funny, but their main purpose is to _______.







$500 Answer from H4

peresuade







$100 Question from H5

The capitol of New York is Albany.







$100 Answer from H5

inform







$200 Question from H5







$200 Answer from H5

entertain







$300 Question from H5







$300 Answer from H5

persuade







$400 Question from H5







$400 Answer from H5

entertain







$500 Question from H5









$500 Answer from H5

persuade







Final Jeopardy

Listen to the following song and identify the author’s purposes?

(There are 2!)







Final Jeopardy Answer

To inform and entertain
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